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65th Anniversary in partnership with: 

 

Swiss Cultural Events in May 2015 

We are pleased to present the following Swiss Cultural Events in the month of May: 

 

 
Erkonauts to perform at MIDI Festival  
 
Where:         MIDI Festival  
                   Camp MIDI Taihu 
                     Suzhou 
 
When:          1st May 2015 from 14:40h to 15:10h 
 
Ticket Price: 120 RMB 
 

The Erkonauts will take you away with their wild and 
enchanting rhythms. Part hard rock, part metal, this 
progressive and evolving band has since their creation in 
2002 managed to convert many an unbeliever! "The Concrete 
Fog”, The Erkonauts’ first EP was produced by Post Tenebras 
Rock after noticing the band at their third concert! The 
Erkonauts went then on to record a three track ball teaser 
which opened the doors to Japan and the US. Two 30+ gig 
tours later they were back in Switzerland recording “In The 
Papers”, their first full album. The Erkonauts: released this 
album in Tokyo in December 2006, setting off their 2nd 

Japanese tour. In 2008, the bands' summer tour took them to Asia where they played music festivals 
in front of 50000 strong crowd! Their last CD, "Erkonoclast", was released during the tour. The 
Erkonauts started recording their second album, which has been released early 2010. 
 
The group will also perform in Shanghai, the 29th April at Inferno Club (1st floor, No. 658, Da Pu 
Road, close to Long Hua Road East) and in Nanjing the 30th at Zebra Club (No.16 Hunan Road, Gu 
Lou District) before flying to Beijing and Tokyo for their next concerts.  
 
Ticket booking is available here.  

 

http://item.damai.cn/80987.html
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65th Anniversary in partnership with: 

 
Swiss Week Shanghai 2015! 
 
Where:    Huaihuai Park 
                Pu’an Rd (intersection with Huaihuai Rd) 
                Huangpu District 
 
When:     13th – 17th May 2015 
 
Entrance: Free 
 
http://swissweek.com/ 
 
After the success of the past two editions, this year the third edition of the Swiss Week Shanghai will 
be part of the celebrations of the 65th anniversary of bilateral relations between Switzerland and the 
People’s Republic of China. The Swiss village will be located at Huaihuai Park, in the hearth of 
Shanghai, where more than twenty Swiss brands and companies are expected to join and sell their 
products including food, beverages, consumer electronics and consumers and professional 
equipment.   

 

 
 

Cultural performances, exhibitions and events will be organized during the Swiss Week to offer 
everyone the opportunity to discover and learn about Swiss culture, its music, traditions and 
innovative spirit. Visitors will also be invited to relax at the Swiss Café which will offer a selection of 
Swiss products.  
 
Come to celebrate with us the Sino-Swiss friendship at the Swiss Week and discover a bit of 
Switzerland in Shanghai!   

http://swissweek.com/

